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ITEM

Black Lives Matter

An article: Statement by Patrisse Cullors, Executive Director, Black Lives Matter Global Network on 
the Attempted Murder of Jacob Blake

2020 August 25

https://blacklivesmatter.com/statement-by-patrisse-cullors-executive-director-black-lives-matter-global-
network-on-the-attempted-murder-of-jacob-blake/

ITEM

New York Post

An article: This is why Jacob Blake had a warrant out for his arrest

2020 August 28

https://nypost.com/2020/08/28/this-is-why-jacob-blake-had-a-warrant-out-for-his-arrest/

The woman who called 911, Blake she said and told police had digitally assaulted her, taken her car 
keys, and stolen her car.  The police were called and caught up to him, and the events ensued.  And he 
may have been reaching for a knife on the driver's side of the floor of the car; and who knows.  he had 
fought off the police just prior, and had apparently disobeyed verbal commands to stop.
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ITEM

MY NOTE

Black Lives Matter made no mention  of the woman (who called 911 in the first place, reported that she
had been digitally sexually assaulted, and had her car taken, by someone who was under court order to 
stay off her premises and away from her, Jacob Blake), at all, in their article above.  At all.  Only Jacob 
Blake.  The alleged sexual assault person, and violator of court order, and to take her car keys and car.  
And then resist arrest, and reach into car, in contradiction of police action.  With three children in the 
car.

That's to say Black Lives Matter mentions and supports Jacob Blake.  Black Lives Matter to date (2020
September 3, I checked their website for titles), ***does not mention the woman.***

They have not celebrated her.  They have not looked out for her rights.

ITEM

Black LIves Matter, to date (2020 September 3, I checked their website for titles), does not mention the
nighttime riots, destruction, fires, and charred burnt out buildings and businesses, at all, either pro or 
con, or neutral, on their website.

ITEM

I still can't tell if Black Lives Matter supports or contradicts the nighttime riots.  It is clear they do 
support the daytime marches and protests and action.  Again, see the Now, we Transform video, for 
what they do express (which seems positive, eg. freedom, lberty, liberation, black lives matter the 
simple statement, dancing, white and black daytime protesters, etc.; they say fight the power)

ITEM

As far as Jacob Blake, he was a Fight The Power individual, part of the Resistance movement, on the 
street playing Fear Of A Black Planet by Public Enemy, and other jazz and rap, and handing out 
newsprint of writings from W. E. B. Du Bois, Frederick Douglass, Thurgood Marshall, Booker T. 
Washington, and other leading Black writers and thinkers from the past 200 years.  Even the music 
Black Gold the video.  He was enthusiastic, a realist, just dynamically making the case.  Then the brutal
police state moved in, slammed him to the ground, and the ensuing event took place.  Jacob Blake was 
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one of the types in the dynamic, energetic, clarity daytime march protesters in the Black Lives Matter 
video Now, We Transform.  He was just the type in those videos, the energetic daytime protesters.  The 
brutal police state thus took him down, targeted as such.  That's why it's Freedom America, Freedom 
USA, and liberty and liberation, and justice, the state, in America.  #BlackLivesMatter.  #Jazz.  
#BlackWhiteAsianAmericanIndianLatino.  #Men.  #Women.  #Matter.  #Feeling.  #Thinking.  
#Enaction.  #Consciousness.  #TheImmaterial.  #Dogen.  #Prajna.  

#Shobogenzo.MakaHannaHaramitsu

#Mumon
#Bodhidharma
#Rinzai

ITEM

Black Lives Matter should highlight five really outstanding and productive and so forth activists on 
their website, in video, the types they mean to invert society to.  Their ideas, theory, in print resources, 
historical antecents, and dynamic, current expression.  The type who along with Jacob Blake, not the 
woman, and others, Black Lives Matter means to esteem and call attention to.  Art, dance, and 
performance.  Social and justice critique.

ITEM

Does Black Lives Matter represent 15 percent of Black Liberation people and thought?  60 percent?  
100 percent?  Does Black Lives Matter represent 15 percent of Black people and thought?  60 percent? 
100 percent?

In a similar way, Asian American people and thought?
In a similar way, Latino people and thought?
In a similar way, what is the relation to representation by various White people, groups, types, and 
thought?

In a similar way, what is the relation to philosophy, spirituality, religion, common sense, the everyday, 
resource, just this world, participation and liberty, by the individual, liberation, freedom, structures, 
form, meaning, actuality, realism, attention, proccesses, and flexi?  Stability and dynamicism?
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ITEM

It may therefore be up to the state and the People, (the federal government and the States and the 
People, society too) to support the woman, women, women's rights, and the police protecting them, and
responding to their phone calls for support and protection.  Maybe.  I don't know.  One might suspect 
so, or think this.

Black Lives Matter has NOT done this.  To date.

It is not on their website.  The woman, the police response to her call, what the woman represents in 
thought, action, life, and being, and society.  This is not on the Black Lives Matter website.

ITEM

It is also up to the state (the federal govrnment and the States) to protect and support businesses and 
neighborhoods from nighttime riots.  Black Lives Matter has NOT done this to date.

If, that is, one feels that nighttime riots are unhelpful and actually contradict any idea of coherent 
Freedom America thought and stance, and also contradicts any idea of coherent Marxist Freedom 
America thought and stance.  It seems to me, that is, to contradict and imperil the "duration" and 
qualitative existence that the individual or group might step to. (See Lukacs.)  There seems only to be 
the annihilation of the worker's livelihood, the owner's livelihood, neighborhood resource, 
transportation, and freedom.  Everyday life.  It seems to communicate or reinforce NOTHING 
productive or thought out.  It is not, it seems, in my view, consistent at all with the Soviets of the 
Workers, Soldiers, and Peasants of the 1917 October Revolution.  Or Stalin's efforts during World War 
II, and the invasion of the Soviet Union by the Nazi Germany "National-Socialist" (as Stalin referred to
them) German military.

There was daytime destruction and riots also.  But there was also daytime positive expression protests 
and marches.  There may be video.

ITEM

I do admire the *daytime* enthusiasm that is demonstrated in the Now, We Transform video.

https://blacklivesmatter.com/now-we-transform/
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ITEM

Frederick Douglass
Booker T. Washington
W. E. B. Du Bois
Thurgood Marshall

Five types white or black or asian or latino political classes in the South.
Five types white or black or asian or latino political classes in the North.
Five types white or black or asian or latino political classes in the West.
Five types white or black or asian or latino political classes in CA.
Five types white or black or asian or latino political classes in the United States.

ITEM

The postmodern art and unlabeled art and deconstructionist art of the Whitney, NYC, Biennials, 2000s.

The art of Gerard Richter.  A white man artist, a painter.
The art of Carrie Mae Weems.  A black woman artist, a photographer and annotater.

Art/.

ITEM

The Foundations Of Geometry And The Non-Euclidean Plane by George E. Martin.
Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus by Ludwig Wittgenstein (the Routledge Classics Edition).
Philosophy Of Right by Hegel (the Dover Philosophical Classics Edition).
Beatiful Evidence, Envisioning Information, and so forth, by Edward Tufte.
Wikipedia.
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